The Smell of Apples: A Novel
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The Smell of Apples. The Smell of Apples is a debut novel by South African Mark Behr, also
published in the same year in Afrikaans as Die Reuk van Appels.The dreams of the parents
become the dreams of the children,'' observes Marnus Erasmus, the year-old son of an affluent
white South African family of the.Set in the bitter twilight of apartheid in South Africa in the
s, The Smell of Apples is a haunting story narrated by eleven-year-old Marnus Erasmus,
who.Find all the books, read about the author, and more. Set in the bitter twilight of apartheid
in South Africa in the s, The Smell of Apples is a haunting story narrated by eleven-year-old
Marnus Erasmus, who records the social turmoil and racial oppression that are destroying his
own land.The The Smell of Apples Community Note includes chapter-by-chapter summary
and The story that young Marnus tells is interspersed with twenty-six-year-old.Published in ,
The Smell of Apples is the critically acclaimed first novel from South African author Mark
Behr. Using his experiences growing up in an.An ambitious debut novel from young
Johannesburg writer Behr revisits s South Africahere, to tell of a family that conveniently
embodied.Mark Behr, the author of The Smell of Apples (), epitomises a new generation of
writers in the post-apartheid literary landscape of South Africa. The choice of The Smell of
Apples —Mark Behr's first novel— as a field of research may appear rather
unconventional.You'd forgive Frikkie's childish ignorance but to a little boy barely into his
teens, apples would taste foul if one unknowingly handled them with.Mark Behr's debut novel
-- first published in South Africa in and "The Smell of Apples" focuses on a family named
Erasmus that.Mark Behr's novel The Smell of Apples, first published in Afrikaans in , has
been described as an autopsy, a meticulous dissection of apartheid's moldy.All about The
Smell of Apples by Mark Behr. LibraryThing is a This is a coming- of-age/loss-of-innocence
novel, set mostly in South Africa, Marnus is the.novel's use of the child narrator Marnus, who
dramatizes the text's preoc- Toward the end of Mark Behr's The Smell of Apples, the adult
version of Mar- nus, the.Buy a cheap copy of The smell of apples book by Mark Behr. It's not
that Marnus Erasmus is forced to parrot his major-general father's prejudices--the.The Smell of
Apples was the coming of age story of 11 year-old Marnus Erasmus. A personal story which
eloquently captured the broader.The Smell of Apples by Mark Behr - book cover, description,
publication history.well-known Afrikaner intellectual and author of the polemical book.
Afrikaners: kroes .. his opposition openly to the apartheid ideology in The Smell of Apples.
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